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ought to think ; as has been well said. they have a profound
contempt for the general practitioner, barely tolerate the
physician, and have a real respect only for the operating
surgeon, provided always that he uses the particular dressing
to which they have been accustomed. What their feelings
would be towards a female practitioner I cannot find
adequate words to express. Perhaps the most serious danger
of all is a growing tendency towards allowing the nursing of
the sick in the houses of the middle classss of our country
to pass entirelv into the hands of strangers, so that domestic
nursing is likely to become a thing of the past. I do not

speak of the upper classes, for the smart ladies who try to
escape the cares and troubles of maternity are not likely to
seek the responsibilities of nursing either their husbands or
their children and amongst such trained nurses are a

necessity, but with the middle classes it is different and one
great feature of woman’s influence in the home will be lost
if she wholly abandons to strangers the nursing of those near
and dear to her and especially the nursing of her children
when ill.
My surroundings to-night urge me to inquire into the posi-

tion and future of one of the latest, and to many here
the most important, of all recent medical fashions-the
movement which has led to the medical education of women
and which brings us together now. Is this to be only a
passing fashion, like others to which reference has been
made to-night, or is it a true and natural evolution, destined
to grow to greater proportions and to take a permanent
place in the future history and progress of medicine ? I can

imagine that many will think it very superfluous to ask such
a question at a moment when the cause, having successfully
weathered the storms and perils of its earlier years, seems now
to be passing into the sunshine of prosperity : when royalty
smiles upon and gives its patronage to the movement ; when
the number of students is steadily increasing ; when a new
medical school is rapidly rising to bring to the highest
attainable standard of excellence our professional education ;
when public bodies all over the kingdom are throwing open
appointments to our graduates ; when the Indian Govern-
ment, the Post Office, the Metropolitan Asylums Board, the
London County Council, and boards of guardians in all parts
of the country alike welcome the services of the medical
woman ; and when the opponents of the movement maintain
from their last stronghold in that most exclusive, conserva-
tive, and aristocratic of medical bodies, the Royal College of
Physicians of London, a hopeless and almost pathetic resist-
ance, well knowing that the fates are against them and that
though they may retard they cannot much longer hold out
against the flowing tide of public and professional sentiment.
Nevertheless, our cause is even yet not so firmly established
that we can afford to be in the slightest degree negligent or
careless. In the early days when openings were few and
obstacles many the quality of our students was, I think,

proportionately high ; difficulties attracted and developed-
as difficulties always will-a strong and indomitable race;
but when good fortune and popular favour await us-when
our movement, in short, becomes fashionable-then comes
the danger that though the number of our students may
increase there may be a falling off in quality. When
women begin to come here not for genuine love of
medicine, not with earnest purpose of work, not with a
fixecl determination to overcome all obstacles and surmount
all difficulties, but because it is fashionable to come, because
it is a recognised mode of passing time which hangs too
heavily, of obtaining a larger measure of freedom, or of escap-
ing from a home which for some reason or other has become
uncongenial ; if the work is pursued in a merely dilettante
spirit, if students enter and, worse still, become qualified,
whom nature never intended for medical pursuits, then
indeed our position will be in jeopardy and a reaction might
speedily arise which, if it did not submerge the cause, might
easily set it back many a year. In a more than ordinary
degree, therefore, a great responsibility rests upon each
individual student here, as indeed must always be the case
with the pioneers and early adherents of any comparatively
new movement, no matter what its character, be it religious,
educational, philanthropic, political, or social. Collectively
you are somewhat in the position of a young practitioner
just established behind a brass plate who is called upon in
an emergency to attend a new patient as compared with the
old-established familv medical attendant. In the latter all
kinds of eccentricities and even trivial errors will be over-
looked or condoned-if he has once gained the family con-
fidence and respect he will not easily forfeit it; whereas in
Hie young practitioner the slightest indiscretion, the most

venial mistake, may be sufficient to ruin his reputation and
wreck his career, however promising. As it is with the:
youthful practitioner individually so it is with the cause of
medical women as a whole. Amongst male practitioners the-
public recognise that there are sure to be some failures.
some doubtful characters, some foolish or ignorant persons,
some disreputable individuals, and the existence of a few
such does not materially injure the reputation or position of
the profession as a whole ; but, for the present at any rate,
whilst the women’s movement is still young, were there to be.
any serious falling off in the character and quality of the
students, were we to send out into the world practitioners
ill-qualified or unsuited for their work, were any medical
women to be guilty of serious moral or professionab
indiscretion or to show themselves unworthy of the respon--
sibility thrown upon them, then we may be assured that a
thoughtless and indiscriminating public would at once jump
to the conclusion that female practitioners were a failure.
Once again, therefore, I would most earnestly impress the
immense responsibility which rests upon each one here, first
of all during student life and still more when, duly qualified,.
you have to act on your own resources, being assured that
any untimely frivolity, any want of tact or discretion, any
carelessness or dereliction of duty. will not only injure your-
own professional career but may seriously damage the entire-
cause of the medical education of women ; for instance.
anyone who is a failure in a resident post in a hospital.
infirmary, or asylum will almost certainly ensure that post
not being again given to a woman and will probably prevent
other similar openings being provided in the near future.

In one respect at least medicine must ever be the most
trying of vocations, because to us is entrusted that greatest
of all responsibilities, the responsibility for human life, and

we need ever to keep before us the fact that whilst in so.many of our cases life hangs in the balance and the smallest
factor may turn the scale this way or that, yet the flickering
spark which the least mistake may so easily extinguish, no
skill, no effort, no devotion, no regret of ours can ever

restore. I urge you, then, to use every advantage and every
opportunity of acquiring knowledge during your hospital
career, so that in after-life you may never have the painful
recollection of neglected opportunities in student days.

ST. THOMAS’S HOSPITAL.

AT this hospital no address was given by a member of the-
medical staff, but on Oct. 3rd, in the presence of a large
audience, the Bishop of Rochester, presented the prizes won
during the recent examinations at the school. Mr. W AIlB-
WRIGHT, the treasurer, who presided, said that we lived in
times when we could not stand still, and no one, he thought,
could say that that institution had stood still, for during the-
last ltwenty years the hospital had been the centre of great
activity. They had only recently established a clinical labo-
ratory, which was unique of its kind in London, and would
be of the greatest utility in assisting students to carry on their
work. They had during the year reopened another ward whicb
would provide increased accommodation for 150 patients.
a year, while they were opening another ward which was to
be christened the City of London Ward. He wished it to be-
known that that was a City hospital and hoped that the
example set by the Mercers’ Company in giving them 10,000
would be followed by other City bodies.-The prizes having;
been distributed the secretary, Mr. G. REXDLE, pointed cut-
that during recent years large sums of money had been spent
on the schools, and consequently it was not anticipated that
any farther considerable expenditure would have to be incurred
for some time to come.-The Bishop of ROCHESTER in-
his address said he had always felt the close affinity between
the medical and clerical professions. Both were constantly
acquainted with the more squalid and less attractive side of
human life and both could not protect themselves, as.

members of some professions could, by rules, but they had tc*
be always ready at every call, and family comfort, rest,
and even health, had often to be sacrificed to the call of
duty. Beyond that also he found the work of the two pro-
fessions similar, as they both aimed at wholesome life.

THE Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain is closely
allied in its work with one side of the work of the medical

schools, and we have pleasure in publishing an abstract of
Sir James Crichton Browne’s address to students delivered
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before the society at the opening of the winter session. We

also give a brief ’I’&eacute;s1lm&eacute; of Mr. Walter Long’s remarks at the
Royal Veterinary College.
PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS BY SIR JAMES CRICHTON BROWNE,
M.D. EDIN., LL.D. ST. AND., F.R.S., ON " POISONS

AND POISON LEGISLATION."

GEr2LEMErt,-lt is my privilege this afternoon to address
to you a, few words of exhortation and encouragement on the
occasion of your entering on a course of study which is the
appointed avenue to that manor of usefulness in which you
propose to dwell and earn your subsistence. I cannot in
doing this hope to speak to you with the insight and
exactitude of one who has actually followed the calling
which you have chosen, but I can, at any rate, bring to the
performance of the duty I have undertaken a sympathetic
interest in your life work and a knowledge of its needs,
trials, and opportunities second only to that of those who
have personally borne the burden of them. For the view
which a medical man takes of the business of the pharmacist
is not altogether exoteric. - He has been behind the scenes if
not the counter ; the mysteries of the mortar are well known
to him; the language of drugs is ever on his lips, their
actions and reactions daily occupy his thoughts, and the
responsibility attaching to their use weighs upon him

incessantly. It is indeed sometimes difficult to say where the
medical man ends and the chemist and druggist begins, and
while, for my own part, I trust that the line of demarcation
between them will become more and more sharply defined as
time goes on, so that we shall have fewer prescribing chemists
on the one hand and fewer dispensing medical men on the
other, there must always remain a close alliance between

your calling and mine. They have common aims. they use
the same weapons, they are complementary to each other,
and it is to be hoped that they will be always animated by
mutual good feeling.

[Sir James Crichton Browne here referred to the raising of
the standard of education for dispensing chemists which had
been brought about of late years. He continued ]

, But while we rejoice at the rectification and sublimation
of chemists and druggists that is going on we must see that
this process is not carried too far or unduly accelerated. In
this, as in so many other matters, it may be well to hasten
slowly, for, remembering the very special circumstances
under which the studies of embryo chemists and druggists
are carried on, there would seem to be a special danger in
submitting them to sudden or severe mental strain. They
are earning their bread all the time ; they are able to give to
their studies but brief periods carved out of toilsome days ;
they bring to them brains, not fresh and nimble, but fatigued
and sluggish; they pursue them, not with entire devotion,
but harassed by the petty troubles of the shop, and they are
liable, therefore, to be injuriously affected by a degree of
mental pressure which would be harmless and even stimu-
lating to young men who have nothing but their studies
and their pleasures to attend to and whose daily life
is ordered with a single eye to their schooling. We
are suffering largely in this country to-day from

stupidity which has been manufactured by examinations,
and I do not doubt that a point may be reached in the z,

examination of chemists and druggists which will conduce
rather to dulness than alacrity of thought, which will sacrifice
to temporary mental engorgement, with a subsequent life-
long disgust at learning in any form more concentrated than
the newspaper, the well-regulated and wholesome nutrition
of all the faculties and an enduring appetite for knowledge,
and which will at the same time stunt bodily growth and sow
the seeds of ill-health. I do not for one moment suppose
that the examinations to which you are exposed have reached
that point or are approaching it. As far as I am able to
judge they are moderate and reasonable. I only wish to
indicate certain risks which lie ahead-risks which will, I
trust, as they arise, be obviated by the wisdom and caution
of the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society.

[Sir James Crichton Browne then discussed the exami-
nations in question. The first, he said, was quite a reason-
able one ; the second, the " minor," examination, might, he
suggested, be divided into two parts, and he earnestly
entreated all masters to see that their apprentices had plenty
of time not only for study but also for that leisure without a
sufficient supply of which good work is impossible. As to
the "major" examination, although it was not necessary

that it should be taken yet be hoped that more and more
persons would continue to avail themselves of it. After
referring in laudatory terms to the work done by the Pharma-
ceutical Society in bringing out the new British Pharmacopoeia
Sir James Crichton Browne continued :&mdash;]
Another notable event of this year in your department

besides the appearance of the new Pharmacopoeia has been
the addition to the statute-book of a Pharmacy Amendment
Act, which, owing to the determined exertions of your
President, Mr. Walter Hills, has survived the slaughter of
the innocents. It is a modest measure providing for the
election of apprentices or students as Student Associates,
and for registered chemists and druggists as Members of the
society, and for the retirement by rotation of members of
the council, and I have no doubt it meets felt requirements.
Unlike all previous pharmacy enactments it has nothing to
say about poisons, which have invariably been the real
motive power in legislative measures affecting your trade..
It is not so much as pharmacists as vendors of poisons that
you have secured the attention of Parliament, and as that
branch of your avocation is the most anxious and hazardous-
of any, has a peculiar interest for the public, and is very
likely to be made the subject of a Bill next session at West--
minster, it occurs to me that I may not inappropriately
make poisons and poisoning the theme of some remarks to
you this afternoon.
What, it may be asked, is understood by the term

poison" ? And the first answer to that question which
presents itself is any substance that, when introduced into-
the body, produces injurious or fatal effects. But for
practical purposes that definition is much too compre-
hensive, for certain articles of food and drink, when taken
too freely or in disordered states of the system, or by
persons of peculiar idiosyncracies, may prove detrimental
and even kill, while almost all the drugs in common
use, if given in excessive doses, may cause symptoms’
of poisoning and death. The question of quantity enters.
into our conception of a poison which may be described
as a substance which in small amount and by chemical
action has hurtful or lethal effects on the animal economy-
This description cannot pretend to strict accuracy, for some-
poisons perhaps act mechanically, as, for instance, certain’.
microbes which block up the blood-vessels, and ground glass..
which in some parts of the world has not infrequently been
used as a slow irritant poison. But the vast majority of 
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poisons destroy the living tissues by means of chemical
action. Even thus restricted, however, the word "poison’"
covers a multitude of agents, for on every shelf in your shops-
stand chemical assassins capable in small bulk of under-

mining health or taking life. Indeed, so numerous are the-
drugs which must be scientifically regarded as poisons that it
has been said that to select and schedule a few of them
which may not be sold without reservations while the rest
are left unguarded is like prohibiting the carrying of knives
while allowing stilettos. But although, as you and I know
very well, there remain outside Schedule A many drugs as-
mortal as any included in it, and more difficult of detection,.
and although with the advance of science the field from which*
the poisoner may cull his simples is ever widening and
becoming more variegated in its crop. it must still be main---
tained that Schedule A has done great public service. It

may be logically indefensible, but it is practically useful _.-
During the present year we have had -an illustration in the-
St. Neot’s case of the way in which a faithful observance of
the regulations connected with it may bring a criminal tc’

justice, for it is quite likely, I think, that Horsford would
have escaped conviction had Mr. Payne failed in keeping an
accurate record of the sale of the strychnine to him. As a
matter of fact, the poisons enumerated in Schedule A are-
those which have been, and are almost invariably, employed
for felonious purposes.

In looking over the history of poisoning-I am speaking
now of homicidal poisoning-nothing strikes me more that
the way in which this kind of history repeats itself from
generation to generation. The same old implements are-
used again and again and there is an absence of anything
like originality or ingenuity in the choice of ways and means .-
Servile, clumsy imitation is the rule and fashion reigns
supreme. Little or no advantage has been taken of the-
discoveries of science. No doubt we hear about the
subtleties and mysteries of slow ’and secret poisonings in
bygone times. We are told that Henry VI. was killed by a
pair of poisoned gloves and that victims were in those day!&mdash;
simply and epeditiuu,3y. got rid &uacute;f by causing them to "IlJel


